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Abstract 

Does routinized police repression spark or quell everyday cooperation within frequently 

repressed communities? This important question has been neglected by comparative studies of 

policing, which have largely examined how repression affects citizen willingness to protest 

against the state. I study the effects of policing on cooperation within an important, frequently 

repressed urban community: poor internal migrants. Empirically, I draw on ethnography and a 

large-scale survey experiment (N=2400) with migrants in urban India. I find repression prompts 

migrants to express increased willingness to cooperate with another migrant at shared worksites, 

but not within shared residences. These effects can even extend across economic and ethnic 

rivalries. I find suggestive evidence that repression induces solidarities rooted in shared 

experiences with the authorities, not simply pity for police targets. More broadly, this study 

suggests the growing interest in studying everyday urban policing in wealthy Western 

democracies should be extended to the global south.  
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1 

We vendors face beatings from the police every week. So we may as well help one another, 

because how can we handle such problems alone? That is also how market leaders emerge among 

us. It is like how medicine is invented only in those places where people actually get the disease.        

~ Migrant street vendor, Lucknow, India (2014).1 

‘If you ignore these villagers, they will become united and take over the city. The fear of our 

lathis [nightsticks] makes sure this doesn’t happen. They worry about keeping safe, even if it 

means someone else will get hurt instead. How will they trust each other?’ 

 ~ Police constable, Lucknow, India (2014).2 

Does police repression spark or quell everyday cooperation within frequently repressed 

poor communities? Are repression’s effects limited to particular forms of cooperation, or 

restricted by social and economic divisions within these communities? Such questions remain 

unexamined within comparative studies of state repression. Scholars have focused on how 

policing of civil disobedience and protests affects public willingness to support fellow citizens in 

exceptional collective action against the state (Lichbach 1987, Opp and Roehl 1990, Aytac et. al 

2017, Lawrence 2017). Far fewer have considered how routine policing impacts everyday 

cooperation between members of heavily surveilled poor populations.   

Studies of intergroup cooperation have also neglected this issue. Political scientists are 

increasingly interested in explaining how social cohesion within poor communities is shaped by 

factors ranging from informal leadership (Auerbach 2016), to shared ethnicity (Habyarimana et. 

al 2007), to complementary economic ties (Varshney 2002). A valuable literature has examined 

the effects of civil wars on levels of social cohesion and cooperation within conflict-affected 

communities (Bellows and Miguel 2009; Gilligan et. al 2014). Yet this focus has not been 

extended to how quotidian police violence affects patterns of cooperation outside of war settings. 

This paper seeks to study this issue within the context of the global south, following calls 

by scholars of US politics to reverse the neglect of everyday policing within their field. These 

calls note the ‘police operate as one of the most visible and proximate instantiations of state 

power in many citizens’ lives’, as many disadvantaged citizens view the police as ‘the only 

1 Vendor 1, Market A, 2/22/2014. All interviews conducted and translated by author. 

2 Market C, 6/8/2014.  
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government I know’ (Soss and Weaver 2017: 574, Stuart 2016). The police have similarly 

preeminent roles for many marginal communities across the global south, especially in cities. To 

be sure, police forces in these settings have far fewer resources, personnel, and training than their 

US counterparts (Blair et. al 2018). Yet insufficient resources do not prevent police violence 

against disadvantaged communities, indeed they can often compel it (Roever 2014). How does 

such violence affect communities for whom the police are the primary face of the state? 

This paper studies how police violence shapes cooperation within one frequently 

repressed population across cities of the global south: poor migrants from the countryside. The 

informal conditions in which such migrants typically live and work expose them to levels of 

everyday repression they rarely experience in the village. This primacy of police forces compels 

study of how their actions affect migrant populations. The degree to which poor migrants can 

cohere as a community will inform their ability to gain political voice within destination cities 

(Nelson 1970). How repression shapes migrant willingness to cooperate with one another is thus 

central to explaining how state institutions structure the political consequences of urbanization. 

Existing scholarship provides divergent expectations regarding repression’s effects on 

cooperation. Within the repression-protest literature, some studies find repression increases 

citizen willingness to support protestors by generating moral outrage and sympathy (Goodwin 

2001, Wood 2002, Lawrence 2017). Others find repression dissuades support for protest by 

signaling state strength and intent (Synder and Tilly 1972, Hibbs 1973). Studies of mass conflict 

are similarly divided. Externally imposed violence can erode trust within conflict-affected 

communities, and destroy institutional structures that foster cooperation (Posen 1993; Varshney 

2002). Alternatively, violence can generate prosocial preferences between neighbors (Bellows 

and Miguel 2009), or inform strategic incentives for them to band together (Lyons et. al 1998). 

The epigraph illustrates how these dueling expectations extend to this study. Routinized 

police violence may spur cooperative impulses towards targeted individuals within repressed 

communities. Cooperation may be motivated by prosocial concern for mistreatment or strategic 

concerns in handling a shared threat. Conversely, studies of US policing find routinized violence 
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can fracture repressed communities through fear (Stuart 2016). Such fears may be heightened for 

migrants who live and work informally, and are thus especially keen to avoid local authorities. 

These divergent theoretical predictions compel empirical scrutiny. Unfortunately, 

studying migrants is challenging, especially for survey-based research. These communities lack 

permanent addresses, have unpredictable patterns of work, and circulate between village and 

city, making residence-based sampling difficult. I therefore deploy a novel worksite-sampling 

approach in Lucknow, the capital of India’s most populous province (with a population roughly 

equal to Brazil’s). India is a productive setting to situate this study, given its rapid urbanization, 

and the broad powers of its police forces to repress urban migrants (Census of India 2011). 

My approach blends quantitative and qualitative data collected at informal casual labor 

and street vendor marketplaces. These migrant-dominated marketplaces are central sites of police 

repression and inter-migrant cooperation. First, I conducted sustained street-ethnography to 

identify common and important forms of economic, social, and political cooperation at migrant 

markets. Next, I adapted conversations from my fieldwork to design ethnographic experimental 

vignettes grounded in the words and experiences of my informants. Each vignette was designed 

to assess respondent willingness to engage in a specific form of cooperation with a hypothetical 

migrant. The experiment also varied whether this hypothetical migrant had recently experienced 

police repression, as well as his ethnic and occupational characteristics. The experiment was 

embedded within two original surveys of migrant laborers and vendors (N=1200 each).  

I find respondents are systematically more willing to cooperate with migrants targeted by 

police action. Second, repression-induced solidarities vary across cooperative arenas, spurring 

political and economic cooperation at marketplaces, but not more intimate social cooperation 

within residences. Third, repression can sometimes induce cooperation across salient ethnic and 

economic rivalries. Finally, survey and qualitative data suggest repression induces cooperative 

solidarities rooted in the common experience of police violence, not just sympathy or pity for a 

general negative experience. Widespread solidarities are enabled by indiscriminate repression of 

migrants by Indian police, who lack the incentives and capacity to engage in selective targeting.  
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These findings are significant, given the myriad obstacles urban migrants are seen to face 

in developing solidary ties: informal working conditions, circular patterns of migration, and 

ethnic diversity (Nelson 1970). Police repression may provide an unexpected and hitherto 

unexplored pathway through which these new arrivals cohere into urban political communities.  

 

POLICE REPRESSION AND EVERYDAY COOPERATION 

Poor migrants in cities across the global south are frequent targets of routinized police 

violence, largely due to their insecure legal standing and marginal political influence. Informality 

and circularity, two traits that typify many poor migrant communities, increase their exposure to 

repression.3 For the poorest migrants, insecure employment and high costs of urban living make 

permanently resettling their families to the city impossible, prompting them to circulate between 

village and city several times a year.4 Informality and circularity also severely limit poor migrant 

access to state benefits and documentation in destination cities. Migrants live in unauthorized 

settlements and tenements, or on the footpath itself (Resnick 2014). Most also lack proofs of 

urban residence or city voter IDs required for accessing public benefits (Aajeevika Bureau 2012). 

A paucity of documents and formal employment underwrite continued cycles of neglect from 

urban politicians (Aajeevika Bureau 2012, Gaikwad and Nellis 2017). 

This lack of legal and political standing also ensures attention from the state’s repressive 

apparatus. First, informal migrant residences and worksites utilize public streets, squares, and 

footpaths in violation of local zoning regulations, rendering them vulnerable to violent police 

action. Second, from Lusaka to Hanoi, poor migrants live and work in close proximity to 

relatively privileged urban populations, who resent their presence and frequently pressure local 

governments to act against them (Lincoln 2008, Resnick 2014, Anjaria 2016).  

                                                      

3 The informal sector accounts for 90% of employment for low-income migrants in India (NSS 

2007), and 61% of all urban employment across sub-Saharan Africa (Potts 2007, Resnick 2014). 

4 I follow the Indian census in defining a migrant as living and working in a location different 

from their birthplace. Circular migrants make multiple (>1) annual trips to their sending village. 
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High levels of experienced repression are also informed by an urban bias in policing 

across Asia and Africa, a legacy of colonial governments who regarded cities as epicenters of 

native resistance (Burton 2003). For example, Uttar Pradesh, India’s most populous state, has 1 

policeman per 1192 people (BRPD 2016). By contrast, the state’s capital city of Lucknow has 1 

per 339 people, and the national capital of Delhi has 1 per 275 people. Even within cities, 

colonial police regarded poor migrants as kindling for anti-colonial protests. Laws like Nairobi’s 

1922 Vagrancy Act, which allowed police to evict any migrant without a job from the city, 

largely persisted into the postcolonial era (Macharia 1992).  

Such wide powers enable many police actions against poor migrants to be classified as 

legal enforcement: fines for unauthorized occupation of public spaces, non-violent confiscation 

of merchandise sold outside of licensed vending zones, and even authorized demolitions of 

squatter settlements. However, these actions frequently spill into violations of personal integrity 

and due process that are central to definitions of repression (Davenport 2007). Such violations 

include extreme verbal and physical harassment, threats and intimidation, unauthorized 

destruction of private property, violent beatings, and unlawful imprisonment (Anjaria 2006). 

Poor native urbanites also face such threats, but enjoy local voting rights and political 

connections that offer some protection (Auerbach 2016). For poor migrants, the police constitute 

a preeminent and unchecked face of city government. 

How do negative encounters with police affect the willingness of migrants to cooperate 

with one another?  Several studies anticipate repression to quell prospects for cooperation with 

targeted individuals. Key studies of policing protests find repression signals regime strength and 

resolve. Such signals raise the costs of mobilizing against the state, deterring bystanders from 

cooperating with protesters (Synder and Tilly 1972, Hibbs 1973). This chilling effect is also 

anticipated by studies finding civil war violence disrupts local social networks and reduces trust 

within conflict-afflicted communities. For example, Nepali villagers exposed to conflict were 

reported to ‘hesitate to get involved in the affairs of others, or to help neighbors in need, as they 

once would have’ (Thapa 2003: 319, quoted in Gilligan et. al 2014: 606).  
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Several studies of US policing also find everyday repression fractures heavily surveilled 

minority communities, by incentivizing residents to prioritize avoiding police attention at all 

costs (Soss and Weaver 2017). Residents may therefore look to distance themselves from 

members of their community they regard as especially likely to attract the attention of law 

enforcement. Indeed, Stuart (2016: 33) shows violent policing induces residents of Skid Row to 

act like ‘surrogate police’, and even ‘forcibly purge these people from the vicinity’.  

Past targets of police actions may be regarded as magnets for future attention for two 

reasons. First, repression can indicate a targeted resident’s irresponsibility, incompetence, or 

even criminality, if the target’s behavior was seen as partially responsible for attracting police 

attention. For example, one migrant street vendor complained to me of another vendor who set 

up his cart near where a shop owner used to park his car. “He should know better- of course the 

owner called the cops on him, and not only did they break his cart and slap him, but then all of us 

were worried they may turn on us too.’5 Another interviewee complained that police often beat 

migrants who drank heavily and acted boisterously, ‘giving all of us a bad name’.6  

Second, research on American policing suggests even unjustified repression can increase 

the perceived costs of cooperating with a targeted migrant. Unprovoked police actions can still 

confer the ‘negative credential’ of a record with law enforcement, which may be read as making 

future police attention more likely (Pager 2007; Soss and Weaver 2017). In relatively low-

capacity contexts like India, such credentialing may not take form of formal records, but 

informal word-of-mouth reputations of having attracted the past ire of the authorities.  

Yet other scholars anticipate police repression will heighten willingness to cooperate with 

a targeted migrant. Several studies of protest find heavy-handed policing generates empathy or 

moral outrage that increase willingness to support and participate in collective action against the 

state (Opp and Roehl 1990, Brockett 1995, Wood 2002, Lawrence 2017). Similarly, some studies 

                                                      

5 Vendor 3, Market F, 4/28/2014. 

6 Laborer 7, Market W, 5/7/2014. 
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of civil war find the difficulties of pervasive violence compels higher trust and generosity 

between neighbors (Gilligan et. al 2014, Bellows and Miguel 2009). Recent work on policing in 

American cities also argues the shared threat of intensive policing spurs everyday cooperative 

behaviors towards police targets, such as ‘no snitch campaigns’ (Soss and Weaver 2017: 583). 

Extended to the realm of everyday cooperation, these divergent predictions inform a 

falsifiable hypothesis. H1 reflects the expectation that repression fuels increased willingness to 

cooperate with targeted migrants out of sympathy, anger, or strategic considerations (H1). The 

plausibility of H1’s null is provided by studies arguing repression dampens such cooperation: 

 

H1: Police repression increases the likelihood of social/economic/political cooperation with a 

targeted migrant.  

Even if repression induces cooperation, are such effects curtailed by salient divisions 

within targeted communities? Poor migrants hail from diverse ethnic backgrounds and are locked 

in fierce competition for jobs and scarce resources in destination cities. Such ethnic and 

economic rivalries can pose significant barriers to intergroup cooperation (Habyarimana et. al 

2007). For example, Aytac et. al (2017) find partisan divides heavily condition the solidarities 

induced by police repression of anti-government protesters in Turkey. Such findings align with 

psychological theories of intergroup bias, which expect negative sanctions against ingroup 

members to be perceived as unjust, while the same sanctions against outgroup individuals to be 

read as indicators of the shortcomings of that outgroup (Tajfel and Turner 1979, Waters 1999).  

Certain strategic theories of violence similarly expect repression-induced solidarities to 

be constrained by group divides. Civil war conflict can create conditions of competitive mistrust 

that incentivize ‘parochial altruism’, in which individuals demonstrate pro-social behavior 

towards ingroup, but not outgroup members (Choi and Bowles 2007). Violence might itself 

inflame existing divides, especially if it is targeted along group lines. For example, city police 

may disproportionately punish poor migrants of particular groups or profiles. Migrants with non-

targeted profiles will then have little personal experience of police actions, reducing their 

perception of such actions as unjust, or their ability to empathize with targets. Selective violence 
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also clearly marks targets as members of groups with high likelihood of future sanction, raising 

the cost of cooperating with them for non-targeted group members (Kocher et. al 2011). 

Yet other studies suggest repression can induce solidarities across intergroup rivalries, 

especially if state authorities repress indiscriminately across groups (Goodwin 2001, Kalyvas 

2006). Indiscriminate violence tends to be perceived as unjustified, thereby provoking 

widespread anger. Second, indiscriminate violence equalizes risks of cooperating with 

outgroups, as all groups are targeted. Finally, such violence ensures migrants of all backgrounds 

experience repression, boosting their ability to experience empathy for targets from an outgroup.  

Influential social-psychological models also anticipate intergroup divisions can be muted 

if repression triggers the salience of a superordinate identity (Gaertner and Dovidio 2012). 

Adverse encounters with an outgroup beyond this superordinate identity boundary can often 

serve as such triggers. Waters (1999) finds West Indian immigrants in Harlem band together 

with African-American neighbors they otherwise seek to socially distinguish themselves from, 

when facing a shared racial threat from whites. Hearing about another migrant’s negative 

interactions with city police might similarly increase the salience of a ‘common ingroup’ as poor 

migrants, while reducing the salience of internal rivalries within this ingroup (Charnysh et. al 

2015). This effect is again more likely if repression is indiscriminate across internal divisions. 

These divergent expectations inform H2, which expresses the expectation that repression 

will induce solidarities across group divides. The plausibility of H2’s null is provided by rival 

theories predicting solidarities will be constrained by these divides: 

 

H2: Repression increases the likelihood of migrant cooperation with an ethnic/economic rival.  

 

SETTING: POLICE AND MIGRANTS IN URBAN INDIA 

To set the context for studying police repression in India, this section outlines how the 

country’s policing institutions evolved to enable everyday repression of the urban poor. First, 

policing protocols developed under colonial rule prioritized crowd pacification instead of crime 

prevention. Second, postcolonial police lack the resources and incentives to socially embed 
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within poor urban communities. This combination ensures Indian police have widespread 

authorities to repress poor migrants, but lack the capacity to selectively target individuals. 

Many of India’s policing protocols, including the Indian Code of Civil Procedure (1859), 

Indian Penal Code (1860), Indian Code of Criminal Procedure and Indian Police Act (1861), are 

colonial-era laws. British administrators developed these protocols after the 1857 anti-colonial 

uprising, when quelling future urban protest was paramount (Gooptu 2001). The colonial police 

force focused on cities, and on public order and crowd pacification rather than investigating 

crime (Bayley 1969). This model advised against embedding officers, even beat constables, 

within communities, to prevent cultivating sympathies with nationalists.  

Contemporary policing in India continues to combine low social information and weak 

commitment to crime investigation. Significant postcolonial personnel shortages enable this 

orientation. India has 1 policeman per 730 people, half the global (333) average (BRPD 2016). 

While cities have relatively denser forces, urban police shoulder numerous additional duties 

centered on public order: patrolling election campaigns, religious festivals, strikes, and protests. 

Further, national and state-level politicians (who primarily live in cities) demand large retinues 

for protection and clout (Juaregui 2016). Crowd control and ‘VIP’ protection further promote 

impersonal pacification and coercion over embeddedness and localized information collection.  

Police training reinforces a commitment to repression over crime investigation. The vast 

majority of Indian police (85-90%) are low-rank local constables, who are barely trained, poorly 

paid, and have weak investigative powers (BRPD 2016). Indeed constables, the police most 

citizens interact with, are not authorized to register crime complaints or initiate investigations.  

By contrast, all police can engage in everyday repression. India’s National Law 

Commission reports domestic law grants police offers ‘a vast and sometimes absolute’ power to 

repress (Human Rights Watch 2009). Violent tactics against crowds include lathi (nightstick) 

beatings, water cannons, and rubber bullets. Individualized punishments include public and 

private beatings, destruction and confiscation of property, illegal detention and torture, and even 

extrajudicial killings. Officers admit violence and forced confessions are ‘primary tactics’ for 
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crime investigations (HRW 2009). An ethnography of a police station near Lucknow concluded 

‘police violence is ubiquitous and woven into the fabric of everyday sociality’ (Juaregui 2016).  

The urban poor are especially vulnerable to such mistreatment, as they lack the resources 

and political influence to secure protection. They also live in close proximity to the public events 

and VIPs that attract police presence. Yet even among poor urban populations, migrants attract 

disproportionate attention. Colonial officers regarded them as especially prone to protest and 

disorderly conduct.7 Harsh treatment has persisted in postcolonial India. In fact, my informants 

cited frequent police repression as a primary difference between their city and country lives:  

 The police chase us all over the city. And if they catch you, they will break your cart, and break 

your leg if they can. I tell you son, we are like mice in this city…it is nothing like the village. 

(Vendor 1, Market A, 4/13/2014)  

 

Sometimes they will just pull up in the jeep and jump out. If you run away in time good, 

otherwise they will beat you, take your goods, and lock it away... And you have to just start all 

over again. (Vendor 4, Market C, 2/22/2014)  

Migrants noted several triggers for police violence, including complaints from urban elites and 

employers, contravening informal arrangements regarding where they can encroach, and efforts 

by the police to forcibly extract bribe payments.8  

Remarkably, 33% of respondents to my migrant survey personally experienced violent 

police action within their past year in the city, while fewer than 5% had ever done so in their 

home villages. Prior studies also find police violence tops poor migrant concerns in India, 

ranking even above anxieties of finding employment (Aajeevika  Bureau 2012, Anjaria 2006, 

Prayas 2014). Migrants are especially vulnerable because unlike poor natives they tend to lack 

city voting rights, and thus patrons who can protect them against police actions (Gaikwad and 

Nellis 2017). Only 17.29% of my migrant sample were eligible to vote in their destination city. 

                                                      

7 In 1939, Lucknow’s District Magistrate disparaged migrants as ‘a shifting population’ who 

only understood ‘bodily hurt’ (Gooptu 2001:127-131). 

8 Vendor 7 Market B (3/1/2014), Vendor 4 Market D (4/17/2014), Laborer 3 Market X 

(4/19/2014), Laborer 2, Market W, (4/15/2014). Full quotes reproduced in Supplement F. 
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SITE SELECTION 

Studying poor migrants in India logistically challenging. Migrants work in informal jobs, 

and circulate between village and city several times a year.9 Most thus shift frequently between 

short-term rented rooms making residence-based sampling infeasible. I drew on five months of 

ethnography to design a worksite-sampling protocol centered on casual labor spot markets, 

where migrants find short-term construction work, and street markets populated by self-

employed migrant vendors. This time and labor-intensive approach restricted me to a single city. 

I chose Lucknow, a ‘mid-sized’ city of 2.2 million people in north India. I resist the bias towards 

national capitals and megacities, which misconstrues urbanization in the global south. Only 5% 

of Africa’s urban population lives in ‘megacities’ (more than 10 million people, United Nations 

2012). India’s fifty ‘mid-sized’ cities (1-10 million) similarly outnumber its three megacities. 

Within Lucknow, I made substantial efforts to interview a representative sample of 

migrant laborers and vendors. In partnership with local NGOs, I conducted an exhaustive zone-

wise enumeration of migrant marketplaces in the city (Supplement D). I randomly sampled 36 

vendor markets and 25 labor markets from these lists. 1200 laborers and 1200 vendors were then 

randomly selected at these markets via a sampling lottery (labor market) or pre-survey listing 

(vendor market). Stringent efforts were made to ensure the survey protocol was followed. I led 

training sessions at out-of-sample markets. Teams included an independent monitor, whose 

evaluations I reviewed daily. I accompanied enumerators for 80% of survey days, rotating in an 

unannounced and random pattern. I observed roughly 300 of 2400 completed surveys. Such 

time-consuming involvement helped assuage often overlooked concerns of data quality. 

Examining migrant-dominated marketplaces is theoretically appropriate for several 

reasons. First, marketplaces are the most important sites of everyday interactions between 

migrants. 83% of surveyed laborers and 76% of vendors reported more close friends at their 

worksites than in their neighborhoods. Second, worksites are central sites of police repression. 

                                                      

9 Over 90% of respondents made three or more annual trips to their village.  
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Visible, crowded migrant marketplaces attract elite displeasure and police attention. Police 

repress individual laborers and vendors, and conduct violent ‘market sweeps’ (Gooptu 2001: 

120). Across both samples, 30% of respondents said they witnessed repression at least once a 

week, and several migrants showed me scars they reported receiving from police hands.10 Third, 

these markets house migrants from diverse backgrounds who compete fiercely for jobs and 

customers, making them fruitful for testing the impact of ethnic and economic rivalries (H2).  

Studying both labor and vendor markets also broadens the empirical relevance of my 

findings at the local, national, and cross-national levels. First, within Lucknow, daily labor is the 

largest source of migrant wage employment, and street vending is a dominant source of self-

employment (Bose and Rai 2014). Lucknow mirrors India, where wage-based labor and self-

employment collectively account for nearly 90% of migrant employment (NSS 2007, Deshingkar 

and Akter 2009). Second, the earnings of laborers and vendors in Lucknow compare closely to 

those recorded for migrants in these sectors in other Indian cities (Bhowmik and Saha 2012). 

Finally, over 90% of migrants in Lucknow (and all respondents) come from Uttar Pradesh and 

Bihar, two states that source six of India’s top ten rural-urban migration streams (IIHS 2011).  

Further, important differences across these employment categories help assess if findings 

reflect peculiarities of interactions within a specific sector, which might in turn inform prospects 

of cooperation between migrants. For example, laborers come to market for short periods to find 

work at construction sites, while markets are the worksite for vendors. Consequently, migrant 

vendors report nearly twice as many friends at their urban markets (13) as laborers (7).  

Finally, the occupations studied here are also important outside India. Official statistics 

from China suggest over half of all rural migrants work in construction and manufacturing 

(Imbert et. al 2017). In Peru, vendors are 12% of urban informal workers (Linares 2017), even 

higher than India's 5-8% (Chan and Raveendran 2014). For these reasons, a study of migrant 

laborers and street vendors in Lucknow is likely to prove instructive for other settings.  

                                                      

10 Vendors 1, 4, 5, Market A, 4/13/2014. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC VIGNETTE-EXPERIMENT 

The survey experiment consisted of three vignettes focused on a specific form of inter-

migrant cooperation. In each, respondents were asked about their willingness to cooperate with a 

hypothetical migrant who also worked as a laborer or vendor. The vignettes were designed to be 

highly similar across both surveys, with small contextual differences. The key experimental 

manipulation was to randomly vary three key characteristics of the hypothetical migrant: 

Police Repression: The main manipulation of interest was whether the hypothetical migrant had 

recently experienced police repression. In the treatment condition, respondents were told the 

migrant worked at another market in Lucknow at which the police had recently personally 

threatened them. In the control condition, respondents were only told the vendor or laborer 

worked at another market in Lucknow.11  

Ethnic identity: The hypothetical migrant’s ethnic identity was manipulated by changing his 

name.12 Supplement Table A1 shows four names indicating upper, middle, and lower caste 

Hindu, or Muslim status (which collectively encompass 85% of Indians and 100% of 

respondents). Each name created an ethnic match or mismatch between the respondent and the 

hypothetical migrant. For example, hypothetical migrants with upper caste Hindu names were 

ethnic matches with upper caste Hindu respondents, and mismatches with all other respondents. 

Randomization ensured that names were not repeated across the vignettes a respondent heard.13 

11 I chose this subtle treatment over intensive forms of individualized or collective violence 

(‘market sweeps’) to minimize risks of biasing my study in favor of finding solidary effects. For 

similar reasons, I do not prime respondents to recall specific repressive acts they have witnessed.  

12 I only sampled men, given small proportions of women laborers (<5%) and vendors (<10%).  

13 Each hypothetical laborer/vendor was also assigned a state of origin. I do not focus on regional 

treatments here, and they do not affect my main results. Supplement Table A1 explains why the 

study does not focus on a migrant’s narrow subcaste (jati). An important concern is whether such 
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Worker Type: Finally, the vignettes randomly assigned whether hypothetical migrants held the 

same job as survey respondents. In the vendor survey, half of the hypothetical migrants were 

assigned to sell the same good as the survey respondent. The other half were assigned to sell 

pooris (fried bread), selected as an unexceptional good commonly sold at vendor markets. Since 

only a small proportion of all vendors interviewed were poori-sellers, this protocol ensured that 

approximately half of the sample considered a direct economic rival, while the rest considered a 

vendor selling a different, but fairly generic good.14 

The laborer survey was simpler, since over 95% of all interviewees performed beldari or 

basic manual labor on construction sites. The hypothetical worker was described as either a 

beldar [laborer] or mistry [mason]. Masons were present at each labor market, but like fried-

bread sellers were a relatively small proportion of migrants. Qualitative fieldwork confirmed 

laborers would not be hired for masonry jobs and masons rarely performed basic labor.15  This 

protocol ensured roughly half the sample considered a migrant who was a direct rival.  

The vignette-experiment possesses several methodological advantages. An observational 

impact of repression on willingness to cooperate may reflect an underlying confounding factor. 

For example, time in the city can positively correlate with both experienced repression and 

willingness to cooperate. A second problem is endogeneity. Respondents who engage in greater 

levels of inter-migrant cooperation may more successfully deter or evade repression. 

Experimentally manipulating the salience of police repression helps bypass these concerns. 

Second, the design avoids direct questions on the sensitive topics this study focuses on, including 

                                                      

‘ethnicity’ treatments are correctly perceived (Grossman and Honig 2017). Supplement E shows 

high rates of compliance (86.7%), and provides an analysis of treatment on compliers. 

14 Respondents who sold pooris were coded as rivals when evaluating another poori-seller.  

15 Unlike the vendor experiment, this manipulation measures difference in skill, not just type. 

Unfortunately, there is no non-skill based differentiation between migrants at labor markets. 

However, results for the occupational manipulation were highly similar across both samples. 
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repression and attitudes to non-coethnics, reducing potential desirability bias. Third, the design 

permits comparing how repression’s effects vary across cooperative arenas and migrant types.  

However, implementing this strategy with sufficient construct validity required fine-

grained understanding of cooperation at understudied migrant marketplaces. I therefore 

conducted 5 months of pre-survey qualitative fieldwork at 8 markets (4 labor, 4 vendor). To 

access a range of experiences, I chose marketplaces that varied in location, age, and 

neighborhood type. I conducted 70 visits between February and June of 2014 (33 at labor and 37 

at vendor markets). During these visits, I had informal conversations with migrants over tea, 

biscuits, and unfiltered cigarettes. I visited their rooms and shelters, the scorching construction 

sites at which laborers worked, and the wholesale markets where vendors bought supplies. In two 

instances, I traveled with migrants to their home villages. Next, I describe how this ethnography 

informed the construction of my experimental vignettes.  

 

Economic Cooperation (Market Entry): One of the most important forms of economic 

cooperation for my informants was accepting other migrants into their markets. Densely 

populated cities like Lucknow have limited public spaces. New arrivals force existing vendors 

and laborers to cram more tightly, compete for jobs and customers, exacerbate issues of littering 

and overcrowding, and thereby increase chances of unwanted police attention. Voluntarily 

accepting another migrant into the market is thus a nontrivial act of economic cooperation.  

My ethnographic fieldwork also revealed that economic rivalries might condition support 

for market entry: 

See if I am doing well, then a vendor who sells the same thing as me will feel jealous. And he 

won’t want to link hands with me…Life here is hard- ‘competition competition competition 

(English)’- every day you have to fight to survive. (Vendor 1, Market D, 4/12/2014) 

Understandably, informants voiced fewer concerns with vendors selling other types of goods:  

I am running a chana-kulcha [chick peas and bread] stand, so I may see that my customers bring 

paan [ground betel nut] to eat after. So why would I not welcome a paan seller next to me? 

(Vendor 2, Market C, 2/21/2014) 

The entry of a new worker into casual labor markets prompted similar concerns. Wage 

negotiations between laborers and employers take place publicly at the market. New arrivals 
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therefore weaken the bargaining position of existing laborers, and increase ‘rate-cutting’ (the 

undercutting of daily wage rates to secure employment):  

The problem is that we have let people keep coming into the market... And then we have to go for 

Rs. 150-200 because of how many people are here…the rate is spoiled for everyone. (Laborer 1, 

Market X, 4/18/2014)  

By contrast, the entry of mistris who undertook specific masonry jobs was far less threatening.  

 I also found migrants might be less accepting of a non-coethnic migrant, partly because 

they believed the latter would look to expand their group’s influence at the market: 

See he [a fruit vendor] is a Yadav [an intermediate caste]... I am a Bania [a higher caste]. …None 

of us trust the other. I will not want him to come into the market, because he will bring all his 

relatives to sell all kinds of goods, so my customers will be cut. (Vendor 3, Market D, 4/17/2014)  

Following a similar logic, a Hindu laborer described to me why potential Muslim entrants were 

more likely to engage in rate-cutting, and thus constitute a greater economic threat than Hindus:  

These Muslims are lazy... They would prefer to go sit on a site somewhere and only make Rs. 

200, spoiling our daily wage rate. For us [Hindus], it is better to work hard, quickly, and get paid. 

And while we work, we just work, we don’t talk, we don’t even take a break for water. (Laborer 

2, Market W, 4/15/2014) 

Based on these insights, I designed an economic cooperation vignette which asked  

respondents whether they would support the entry of the hypothetical migrant into their 

marketplace (all vignette texts are reproduced in Supplement A).16 

  

Social Cooperation (Cohabitation): Qualitative fieldwork revealed that finding a roommate 

was a crucial, frequent, and often unplanned form of social cooperation between migrants. 

Sharing housing is usually a highly private and sensitive decision, making it a poor measure of 

cooperative endeavors. Yet privacy and discretion are often unaffordable luxuries for poor 

migrants compelled by poverty, high city rents, and the need to live close to the market, to share 

cheap rented rooms. The rooms I visited were typically shared by 2 to 6 migrants. New arrivals 

                                                      

16 My informants suggested other forms of economic cooperation, notably asking for money, 

were inappropriate, given the respondent and hypothetical migrant by definition cannot know 

each other. Requesting money from a migrant you do not know well was stigmatized as behavior 

associated with alcoholics and addicts (Laborer 1, Market W, 3/24/2014.).  
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sometimes stayed with family or friends from their home villages. However, my survey found 

migrants were equally likely to room with other migrants they have only known for a few days at 

their market.17 The frequency and abruptness with which migrants return to the village also 

ensures a constant demand for new roommates to split rent with.  

Once again, fieldwork suggested that cooperative decisions were affected by particular 

migrant attributes. Many informants declared preferences for coethnics in shared living 

arrangements. One reason was anticipated differences in living habits. Hindu respondents 

preferred not to live with Muslims, who ‘ate meat and would be constantly reciting the namaaz 

in the room’.18 Others worried that non-coethnics were less economically reliable: 

[Lower caste respondent]: many upper castes don’t care about handling their responsibilities. 

They will come late, or not actively try to find work…. Many will work just to get drunk, to buy 

that quarter-bottle of liquor at night. (Laborer 5, Market W, 4/17/2014)  

Yet even as many migrants might prefer living with coethnics, fieldwork debunked the notion 

that sharing rooms with a non-coethnic was rare or taboo, which would render inappropriate 

manipulations that presented non-coethnics as potential roommates. The survey concurred, with 

53% of laborers and 40% of vendors reporting they had lived with migrants of a different caste.  

Based on these insights, the vignette asked respondents whether they would share a room 

with someone like the hypothetical migrant, if they met them regularly at their own market. 

Political Cooperation (Market Leader Selection): The political cooperation vignette focuses 

on the selection of an informal ‘market leader’. The importance of such leaders (often called 

‘brokers’ or ‘fixers’) within poor urban communities is well recognized (e.g. Auerbach 2016). 

Informal leaders are especially important for poor migrants, who often lack the standing and 

documentation needed to participate in formal city politics.  

Among street vendors, market leaders were most often called the adhyaksh [president]. 

Presidents collected funds from vendors to pay for shared services such as garbage removal, 

17 50% of laborers and 58% of vendors found housing without assistance from co-villagers.  

18 Laborer 1, Market Y, 11/27/2013 (This interview was conducted in a Delhi labor market). 
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generator-powered lights for nighttime vending, or a nightwatchman to protect goods.19 They 

also resolved disputes between vendors.20 These leaders were almost always selected through 

open discussions among existing vendors, or even through informal elections, in which each 

vendor registered their vote through an open show of hands or anonymous paper chits.21  

Casual laborers also frequently discussed the need for informal ‘union’ leaders to help 

organize workers at their market. Ethnographic informants believed such leaders could prevent 

workers from cutting each other’s wage rates in the hopes of securing employment:  

Laborer 1: We should put a board up with the rate for the labor market.  

 

Laborer 2: Then if someone comes to talk to you for work, then they should talk to one laborer 

only- someone we pick as a president of the labor market. The other laborers should not get up, 

and the president will decide who goes for which job. (Laborers 1-2, Market Z, 4/14/2014)  

Having a market leader was also seen as a necessary step for pressuring the municipal 

government for necessary benefits, including the right to vote in the city. Market leaders could 

signal to city politicians that there were potential electoral benefits to helping migrants:  

[Labor market leader]: If I get 400 laborers registered [with the Labour Department], we become 

a population, a community, and it will give us a sense of the numbers we have. And the [local 

elected municipal] councilor will begin to pay attention to us. ( Laborer 6, Market W, 5/5/2014) 

 

[Vendor market leader] See we tell the politicians we have 2 lakh (200,000) vendors in Lucknow, 

and each vendor has 10 people they can speak for. So we can make a government fall at our 

hands, especially if all of us can be registered in the city. But of course if we divide among 

ourselves, then getting our demands met will be very difficult. (Vendor 1, Market E, 5/5/2014) 

Despite such solidary impulses, fieldwork also betrayed divisive tendencies in informal 

leadership selection. Many migrants were unwilling to support leaders from other ethnic groups:   

I am a Muslim, he is a Chamar (lower caste Hindu), and he is a Rawat (upper caste Hindu). So 

everyone has their own community- how will we join a group headed by one person’s community 

and not the others’? I will not join a group headed by a Hindu. (Laborer 4, Market X, 5/8/2014). 

In large part, respondents preferred co-ethnic leaders because the latter were anticipated to be  

more likely to favor them in distributing material resources they controlled at the market:  

                                                      

19 Vendor 1, Market E, 4/5/2014. 

20 Vendor 2, Market A, 2/23/2014; Vendor 3, Market A, 2/25/2014.  

21 Vendors 1-4, Market B, 2/24/2104. 
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A [lower caste] Chamar leader will run the union for Chamar workers. He will first give jobs to 

his own community before looking to the rest of us. Will you not feed your family first? (Laborer 

4, Market Z, 6/12/2014)22 

 

Who is a Hindu leader more likely to give a [vending] space to? A Muslim like me or my brother 

or another Hindu? So why should I support him? (Vendor 3, Market E, 6/14/2014)  

Based on these insights, the political cooperation vignette asked respondents if they would join 

an informal ‘union’ at their market if it was headed by someone like the hypothetical migrant. 

 

RESULTS 

Recall H1 anticipates police repression will increase willingness to cooperate with 

another migrant. H2 expects repression-induced cooperation to manifest even for targets who are 

economic or ethnic rivals. These expectations are tested across three areas: economic (market 

entry), social (roommate), and political (market leader). Before proceeding it is also worth noting 

that randomization successfully ensured balance across several baseline characteristics (Tables 

B1-B6). No tested observable difference between treatment and control groups in either sample 

was significant at the 95% level. Only three were significant at the 90% level across both 

samples, which we would expect by statistical chance.23  

I estimate OLS regressions with a binary dependent variable identifying respondents who 

fully agree to cooperate with the hypothetical migrant within a particular vignette.24 The main 

independent variable (Repression) is coded 1 when the hypothetical migrant had been threatened 

by the police, and 0 otherwise. Competitor identifies economic rivals of the respondent. Non-

coethnic identifies members of a different ethnic group.  

                                                      

22 I include the term “Chamar” when used by my informants, but it is important to note this term 

is widely seen as deeply casteist and offensive by the referenced community. 

23 Table A2 reports sample sizes by treatment status, and Table B7 basic descriptive statistics. 

24 These results replicate with logistic regression models (Tables C3-4). It is worth noting here 

there is no single control group for the entire experiment. Instead there are attribute-specific 

treatment (coded 1 for the attribute) and control (coded 0) groups. Treatment effects report the 

average effect of a manipulated attribute averaged over the joint distribution of other attributes. 
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Table 1 presents the main results. These models only include the three key manipulated 

attributes. The results replicate if we add a battery of controls for respondent age, education, 

ethnicity, monthly income, and years in the city (Table C1). Since the sampling protocol first 

randomly sampled markets, and then a random sample of migrants within each market, I cluster 

standard errors by marketplace (see Abadie et. al 2017). Additional models not reported here 

include an indicator of the (randomized) position of the vignette on the survey.25
  

---TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE--- 

Overall, treatment effects are precisely estimated and remarkably consistent across both 

samples. In line with H1, laborers and vendors were significantly more willing to economically 

and politically cooperate with migrants who had been targets of police repression. Columns 1 

and 4 of Table 1 show that far from hurting the prospects of a potential entrant, repression made 

them 5-7 percentage points (pp) more likely to gain market entry (p<.05).26 The mean 

probabilities of allowing entry were only 51 and 46 percent for laborers and vendors (Table B7). 

Thus, the treatment increased cooperative attitudes by a substantial 10-15%. We see similarly 

significant and positive effect on cooperative attitudes for market leader selection (Columns 3 

and 6). Support for repressed leaders was 7-8 pp higher than non-repressed leaders. These results  

were significant (p<.05), and impactful, translating to increases of between 10-13%.27  

                                                      

25 No order effects were observed.  Since the police treatments were randomized independently 

for each vignette, respondents could receive the police treatment zero, one, two, or three times. 

The results are robust to controlling for the total number of times a respondent received the 

treatment across the survey, and for whether the treatment received for a specific vignette was 

the first, second, or third treatment the respondent had received.  

26 All p-values are for two-tailed tests.  

27 Across economic and political cooperation, repression’s impact is more consistent than 

economic or ethnic rivalries, typically regarded as preeminent factors shaping cooperation in 

these settings. These effect sizes also compare favorably to closely related studies. A survey 
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However, repression-induced solidarities did not manifest across all arenas. Average 

treatment effects for roommate selection (Columns 2 and 5) ranged between 0-4 pp, and fell 

short of conventional standards of significance. This result may reflect a higher threshold for 

cooperation in this arena, one repression is not able to bridge. Baseline rates of cooperation in the 

roommate scenario were only 24-29 percent across both samples. These low figures may reflect 

that the intimacy of shared housing requires greater trust, to assuage fears of theft or defection 

without paying rent. Second, intimacy requiring migrants to live and eat in close quarters may 

raise the salience of cultural differences. Note the coefficient for ethnic difference is highest (12-

16 pp) in this arena. Third, migrants may worry that such intimate cooperation increases the 

chances of the targeted migrant’s negative reputation with the authorities spilling over to them. 

Do repression-induced solidarities in market entry and informal leader selection extend 

across economic and ethnic rivalries? The left panel in Table 2 reports results from a sample 

restricted to cases where the hypothetical migrant and respondent are not coethnics.28 Contra 

theories of in-group favoritism, repression increases cooperative solidarities with non-coethnics 

in both economic and political arenas. The latter result is especially interesting given the 

significant negative treatment effect of ethnic differences on political cooperation among 

vendors. Repression-induced solidarities appear significant enough to bridge this salient divide. 

---TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE--- 

                                                      

experiment by Gaikwad and Nellis (2017) finds effects of 0-7 percentage points of migrant skill 

and shared ethnicity on respondent willingness to support their entry into the city in India (see 

also Charynsh et. al 2015). Aytac and Stokes (2017) find priming police repression on a survey 

experiment in Turkey boosts respondent willingness to join protestors by .38 on a 5-point scale.  

28 The survey also suggested ethnic and economic rivalries can dampen inter-migrant solidarity. 

Respondents were asked how unified migrants at their marketplace were. Only 26% of vendors 

and 14% of laborers said very united. The top reasons given for lack of unity were competition 

(44% for vendors, 60% for laborers) and ethnic diversity (20% for vendors, 25% for laborers).  
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Table 2’s right panel restrict the sample to observations in which the hypothetical migrant 

and respondent are direct competitors for jobs or customers. Here treatment effects were largely 

positive across all three arenas, and statistically significant in the case of political cooperation. 

Overall, Table 2 suggests repression-induced solidarities can sometimes extend across ethnic 

divisions and economic rivalries between migrants, especially in matters of political cooperation. 

WHY REPRESSION IMPROVES COOPERATION 

This section addresses three questions arising from the main findings. First, do positive 

treatment effects evince cooperative solidarities rooted in shared experiences of repression? Or 

are they merely sympathy for a negative experience? Second, why do these effects extend across 

ethnic and economic rivalries? Finally, are expressed solidarities simply cheap talk?  

First, perhaps treatment effects merely reflect sympathy or pity for a negative experience. 

If so, the results may not reflect a specific response to police mistreatment, and might be induced 

by any treatment in which the migrant was said to have suffered (such as theft or an accident).  

One way to examine this possibility is to see if treatment effects are conditioned by 

respondent experience with police repression. Solidary responses should manifest more strongly 

among respondents who have experienced or regularly observed police repression of migrants. 

Psychologists regard shared experiences as crucial enablers of solidarities rooted in empathy and 

common interests, rather than mere pity.29 By contrast, psychological definitions of sympathy 

suggest this feeling only requires information about the negative event, not a personal familiarity 

of the experience.30 Empirically, since all treated respondents were given such information, a 

response driven by sympathy should manifest consistently across our sample.  

29 For social psychologists, such common experiences enable ‘the capacity to identify with the 

other, adopting his or her perspective’ (de Waal 2008: 281) that is key to definitions of empathy. 

30 Social psychologists define sympathy as ‘feelings of sorrow or concern for a distressed or 

needy other, rather than sharing the emotion of the other’ (Eisenberg 2000: 677).  
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The survey did include pre-treatment questions regarding observed and experienced 

repression.31 The first and second rows of Table 3 shows the conditional average treatment 

effects (CATEs) among respondents who observed high (at least once a week) and low levels of 

repression. Results partitioned by subgroups of respondents are not identified, since moderating 

attributes are not randomly distributed. Yet they can still deepen our understanding of key 

findings. For example, the CATEs for repression in market entry and leader selection were more 

consistently significant for respondents who observed high levels of repression.32 The bottom 

two rows of Table 3 show CATEs were 2-4 times higher for vendors who personally experienced 

recent repression (32.5% of the sample) compared to those who had not across these two areas.33  

31 To reduce fears of priming, these questions were separated from vignettes by a gap of at least 

twenty questions. If pre-treatment questions did prime respondents, we should see systematic 

order effects, with larger treatment effects for repression when a vignette is the first of the three 

presented (recall vignette order was randomized). However, no such order effects were observed. 

32 The coefficient for high repression in Model 6 just misses statistical significance (p=.101). The 

difference in CATEs was significant for market entry among vendors. To account for the fact 

that self-reported experiences of repression may vary across markets and for different types of 

migrants, these models include baseline controls and market fixed effects.  

33 The difference in CATEs is significant for political cooperation at the 95% level.  The 

coefficient for experienced repression in Model 7 just misses statistical significance (p=.105). 

This question was not asked on the laborer survey (fielded first) because of concerns about 

asking about direct police encounters. Fieldwork between the two surveys allayed these 

concerns. No adverse respondent reactions were reported or personally observed by the author.  

We find similar patterns if partitioning the sample by time in the city, which is also consistent 

with an empathy-based explanation. For both economic and political cooperation treatment 

effects are large and statistically significant for veteran migrants (those whose time in the city 
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---TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE--- 

These results align with qualitative evidence. Interviewees discussing repression 

expressed cooperative solidarities based on shared experiences, not simply pity with targets: 

That watch-seller came here because a police officer came recently to his market and said he 

[policeman] would demolish his stand unless he [vendor] paid a massive bribe. The watch-seller 

came here he pleaded with us that brother I am a poor man trying to make a living. We have all 

had the same thing happen to us in the city, so we let him join this market. (Emphasis added, 

Vendor 1, Market F, 4/13/2014)  

Interpreting treatment effects as sympathy or pity carries a second implication. Sympathy 

is regarded as a largely ‘altruistic motivation to alleviate another’s distress’ (Eisenberg 2000: 

677), that is not rooted in a shared purpose or set of interests. Thus, sympathetic migrants should 

express largely other-regarding motivations for their cooperative impulses towards police targets. 

By contrast, solidarities rooted in shared experiences can blend strategic motivations alongside 

prosocial impulses (Batson 2017). Precisely because they are based on shared experience, such 

solidarities can be motivated by strategic behavior in service of a perceived shared interest. 

Together, qualitative and survey results suggest a blend of prosocial and strategic 

motivations underpinning cooperation with targets of repression. Note in the watch-seller 

example, cooperation appears to be highly prosocial. The watch-seller from Market 1 is unlikely 

to be able to reciprocate the interviewee’s assistance at Market 2. If the latter were forced to seek 

entry in a new market (3), he would need assistance from migrants at Market 3.34 Further, aiding 

the watch-seller can be costly. As a past target, he may attract future attention from police. His 

entry furthers overcrowding, which also sparks attention. Cooperation entails no benefit, some 

cost, and clear benefits for the other, consistent with psychological definitions of prosocial 

behavior (Batson 2017). Yet survey evidence suggests economic cooperation may still be shaped 

                                                      

exceeds the sample mean), but small and not significant for recent migrants (Table C5). Time in 

the city is largely not independently associated with higher willingness to cooperate (Table C1). 

34 Migrants at Market 3 are unlikely to learn of the interviewee’s generosity at Market 2 to a 

migrant coming from Market 1, given the size of markets and low connections across them. 
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by strategic concerns. Table 1 reports negative coefficients for economic rivals in market entry 

(significant for vendors) and Table 3 shows solidarities do not extend to rivals in this arena.  

In other arenas, qualitative fieldwork suggests even more squarely strategic motivations. 

One vendor argued police repression provided an opportunity to prove his ability to help manage 

a shared threat. Doing so helped win him support to rise to leadership: 

I became market leader in 2010, after a number of police beatings of some vendors in our market 

including myself…During that time I met a lot of the vendors, and they saw I was handling this 

situation…and I got the support of most vendors. (Vendor 3, Market A, 2/25/2014)  

Respondents might strategically support a repressed migrant because they believe such 

experience helps combat this threat, or generates anger that motivates a leader to work hard: 

Once I was beaten for setting up in front of a store. So I started paying the storekeeper a bribe so 

he would not report me. Since becoming leader I took a collection to pay all the storeowners a 

small rent for letting us put our carts in front. (Vendor 4, Market F, 4/18/2014) 

Note recognizing the value of such past encounters is itself enabled by experience with police.35 

The second major question raised by the experimental findings is why treatment effects 

extend to ethnic and economic rivals in some cases. Ethnographic informants helped explain how 

the salience of caste differences between migrants were reduced in the wake of police repression: 

When people have troubles, they will forget this jati-bhed [caste differences] and come together 

as poor migrants. One day way back in 1995, the Tiwari [upper caste Brahmin] who sold books 

from a cart across the street got very badly beaten by a policeman. I was not there, but when I 

came back from my work, there was a crowd of vendors who had come together to help him put 

his things together. It wasn’t just other Brahmins who came- it was everyone (Emphasis added, 

Vendor 1, Market E, 4/16/2014)  

This explanation aligns closely to psychological models emphasizing how intergroup differences 

are muted when a broader ‘common ingroup’ identity is activated (Gaertner and Dovidio 2012). 

Cross-ethnic solidarity effects appear to be enabled by indiscriminate repression, as 

models of conflict anticipate. Recall Indian police lack resources and incentives to collect fine-

grained information for selective enforcement of particular individuals or subgroups. The 

demographic composition of migrant marketplaces further ensures police view migrants in terms 

of shared class rather than disparate ethnicity. These spaces are ethnically diverse, but 

35 Such personal experience can enable empathetic ‘perspective-taking’ that is seen as a key 

cognitive process motivating empathetic solidarity (de Waal 2008).   
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economically homogenous (Thachil 2017). The average income of ethnic groups within each 

sample are practically identical, in contrast with migrants’ regions of origin where ethnic and 

economic differences overlap. Urban marketplaces reverse the ‘visibility advantage’ ethnicity is 

argued to enjoy over class in the countryside (Chandra 2004). Repressing indiscriminately at 

these markets may therefore reinforce a shared class-based status across ethnic groups: 

To live in the city as a poor migrant is to be beaten by the police…Their job in the city is to break 

poor people – to divide us so that the rich can stay on top. (Laborer 5, Market X, 2/28/2014)  

A final question is whether the experimental findings simply reflect social desirability 

bias. Ex-ante, it is hard to know if such bias is expected. Respondents may want to appear 

charitable towards a target of police action, but doing so might conflict with their wish to appear 

law-abiding. There is also no theoretical reason such bias should manifest more strongly among 

those who witnessed or experienced repression (the pattern we observe in Table 3).  

We can also examine whether migrants who have witnessed and experienced higher 

levels of repression engage in more self-reported cooperation at their markets. The survey 

provides three measures of such cooperation. The first was direct- whether respondents had lent 

money to another migrant at their market. A second more indirect measure asked how many of 

their five closest city friends were from the market. Migrants engage in many cooperative 

endeavors with friends (visiting wholesalers, helping transport goods, finding jobs). Respondents 

with more market-based friends likely engage in more acts of market-based cooperation. The 

third measure was most indirect: how much unity existed at their market (a 3-point scale). The 

indirect measures were included to guard against desirability bias with the first direct measure. 

 These three outcomes are regressed on observed and experienced repression along with 

the standard controls (time in the city, education, age, caste, income). Table 4 shows 7 of the 9 

results are positive and significant. Respondents who experienced and observed higher levels of 

repression were more likely to report having lent money, and to perceive higher market unity.36  

36 These results are also substantively meaningful. For example, experiencing repression 

corresponds to a 3.7 percentage point increase in lending among vendors. This represents a 40% 
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These results increase confidence that the experimental results do not simply reflect cheap talk.  

---TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE--- 

CONCLUSION 

Internal urban migration is changing the demography of many developing nations, yet 

proliferating migrant communities remain woefully understudied within comparative politics. 

This paper has focused on one neglected feature of these communities–their everyday 

experiences of police repression. A unique ethnographic experiment find repression can generate 

solidarities born of common experience of police mistreatment. These solidarities can extend 

across ethnic and economic rivalries in highly diverse and competitive marketplaces where 

cooperation has been regarded as especially difficult (Nelson 1970).  

These findings contribute to literatures on state repression, intergroup cooperation, and 

urbanization. First, this study emphasizes the need to study routine police repression of poor 

communities across the global south. It thereby extends research on repression’s effects on 

exceptional collective action against the state, to consider its effects on everyday relations within 

repressed communities. Of course, the arenas examined here are entirely contained within 

migrant spheres of influence, where they are considerably empowered to act on cooperative 

impulses. The solidarities found here may not extend to protest activities that target powerful 

state and private opponents, and entail sizeable material outlays and risks. Yet the cooperative 

behavior examined here can have profound effects: enabling migrants to find a footing in the city 

(as in the watch-seller’s case), or triggering efforts to select market leaders who will work to 

secure greater political voice for migrants within city politics.  

This study also suggests directions for future research. Assessing the relevance of these 

findings outside India is an important remaining task. Yet the significance of police repression 

for migrants in Lucknow is hardly anomalous. A recent study across ten cites in India found 

                                                      

increase over baseline levels (8.75%). If rates of lending among the repressed were replicated 

across the entire sample, the number of lenders would increase from 105 to 135.   
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‘migrants are consistently persecuted by the municipal authorities and the police’ in ways that 

closely align with my sample (Bhowmik and Saha 2012). A survey of vendors across cities in 

Ghana, Kenya, India, South Africa, and Peru found migrants listed police as the most important 

challenge they faced in the city. 52% of respondents to this survey reported harassment, 40% 

confiscations of merchandise, and 42% evictions from a market area, rates highly comparable to 

those in my study sample (Roever 2014). A similar picture emerges for migrant laborers. In 

China, where police are the primary state arm tasked with managing migrants (including via 

hukou), the use of excessive force against migrant workers is common. In fact, migrants are often 

found to comprise upwards of 70% of arrests in major Chinese cities (Sun et. al 2013).  

Second, the treatments in this paper focused on individually targeted policing acts. Future 

analyses might assess how repression’s effects vary across individualized and collective 

punishment. The latter, such as market sweeps, are also important in many cities. In Lucknow, 

city authorities planned 65 market sweeps in 2017 alone. The nature of sanctioning authority 

(police or bureaucrats) may also matter, and merits attention. Finally, future research might 

assess whether repression has similar effects on cooperation between poor urban natives, or 

between migrants and natives. For as cities across the global south strain under the weight of 

rapid, unplanned expansion, conflicts between the police and urban poor are poised to intensify.  

Tariq Thachil is Associate Professor of Political Science at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 

Tennessee, 37209. 
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TABLE 1: Police Repression and Migrant Cooperation 

Notes: OLS regressions where dependent variable takes 1 (cooperate) or 0 (don’t cooperate). Specifications include robust standard 

errors corrected for clustering by market. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01  

DV: Cooperation with migrant laborer DV: Cooperation with migrant vendor 

Economic Social Political Economic Social Political 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Repression 0.057*** 0.040 0.082*** 0.070** -0.003 0.076** 

(0.020) (0.026) (0.027) (0.030) (0.024) (0.034) 

Competitor  -0.042 0.032 0.001 -0.064** 0.010 -0.009

(0.043) (0.031) (0.023) (0.027) (0.022) (0.026) 

Non-Coethnic -0.016 -0.126*** -0.037 0.012 -0.160*** -0.116***

(0.026) (0.031) (0.039) (0.049) (0.025) (0.028)

Observations 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 
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TABLE 2: Cooperation with Ethnic and Economic Rivals 

Notes: OLS regressions where dependent variable takes 1 (cooperate) or 0 (don’t cooperate). Specifications include robust standard 

errors corrected for clustering by market. Baseline controls are for demographic variables: age, education, ethnic group, income, and 

years in the city. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. 

DV: Cooperation with ethnic rival DV: Cooperation with economic rival 

         Economic 

        Cooperation 

     Social 

 Cooperation 

Political 

Cooperation 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social 

Cooperation 

Political 

Cooperation 

Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer  Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer       Vendor 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Repression 0.054* 0.066* 0.022 0.007 0.071* 0.079** 0.012 0.022 0.058* -0.005 0.073* 0.078** 

(0.026) (0.034) (0.040) (0.029) (0.035) (0.037) (0.033) (0.035) (0.034) (0.043) (0.036) (0.038) 

Observations 913 911 894 915 899 879 599 597 614 629 600 612 
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TABLE 3: Heterogeneous Treatment Effects and Experienced Repression 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by market.  *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.001. All models 

include baseline controls and market fixed effects. Sample Sizes: High Observed Repression 

Markets: 387 Laborers, 282 Vendors. Low Observed Repression Markets: 812 Laborers, 918 

Vendors. Personally Repressed Migrants: 390 Vendors, Not Repressed Migrants: 810 Vendors. 

DV:  Cooperate with Another Migrant 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social  

Cooperation 

Political 

Cooperation 

Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Repression Effects for: 

High Observed 

Repression 

0.094* 0.168*** 0.006 -0.012 0.083*** 0.091 

(0.053) (0.058) (0.064) (0.045) (0.027) (0.054) 

Low Observed  

Repression 

0.036* 0.043 0.039 0.007 0.091** 0.060 

(0.022) (0.032) (0.024) (0.029) (0.037) (0.039) 

Repression Effects for: DV:  Cooperate with Another Migrant (Vendors only) 

Economic                    Social                           Political 

(7) (8) (9) 

Experienced Repression 0.096 0.032 0.142*** 

(0.058) (0.045) (0.046) 

No Experience of 

Repression 

0.046 0.004 0.031 

(0.037) (0.026) (0.046) 
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 36 

 

TABLE 4: Observational Analysis: Does Repression Correlate with Cooperation? 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.001. Lent Money is a binary variable coded 1 when a respondent 

had lent money and 0 otherwise. Close Friends is a 5-point variable indicating the number of a 

respondent’s five closest friends who work at the same market. Market Unity is measured as 3-

point variable. Observed Repression identifies respondents who say they observe police 

repression at least once a week. Experienced Repression is a binary variable coded 1 when a 

respondent had experienced violent police action and 0 otherwise. Baseline controls include age, 

education, caste, income, and years in the city. 

 

 

 

DV: Lent Money 

(0-1) 

DV: Close Friends 

(1-5) 

DV: Market Unity 

(1-3) 

 Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Labor Vendor 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Repression Effects for: 

   

    

Observed Repression  0.071** 0.047** 0.375*** 0.085  0.073* 0.184*** 

 (0.031) (0.019) (0.127) (0.131) (0.043) (0.046) 
 

Observations 
 

1199 

 

1200 

 

1199 

 

1200 1199 1200 

Baseline Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

       

 

DV: Lent Money 

(Vendors) 

DV: Close Friends 

(Vendors) 

DV: Market Unity       

(Vendors) 

 (7) (8) (9) 

Repression Effects for: 

 

  

 

Experienced Repression  0.038** -0.026 0.184*** 

 (0.017) (0.119) (0.042) 

       

Observations 1200 1200 1200 

Baseline Controls Yes Yes Yes 
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 “Does Police Repression Spur Everyday Cooperation? Evidence from Urban India” 

Tariq Thachil 

 

ONLINE SUPPLEMENT 

 
SUPPLEMENT A: VIGNETTE WORDING AND LIST OF NAMES 

ECONOMIC COOPERATION VIGNETTE 

Vendor: One day I was speaking to a vendor at a market like this one. He told me about another 

vendor who sold [same item/fried bread] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a market 

in Lucknow [blank/where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE]. One day [NAME] told my friend he was thinking of 

moving to this market.  

 

Q1a. Do you think a [Same item/fried Bread] seller like [NAME] from [STATE] should join this 

market?  

 

Labor: One day I was speaking to a worker at a labor market like this one. He told me about 

another [laborer/mason] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a labor market in 

Lucknow [blank/where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE]. One day [NAME] told my friend he was thinking of 

moving to this labor market.  

 

Q1b. Do you think a [laborer/mason] like [NAME] from [STATE] should join this market?  

 

SOCIAL COOPERATION VIGNETTE 

Vendor: One day I was speaking to a vendor at a market like this one. He told me about another 

vendor who sold [same item/fried bread] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a market 

in Lucknow [blank/where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE]. One day [NAME] asked my friend if he could share 

his room with him, and said they would share paying the rent. The two were not good friends but 

used to meet at the market everyday. 

 

Q2a. Imagine you are looking for someone to share a rented room in the city with. If you met a 

[same item/fried bread] seller like [NAME] from [STATE] everyday at the market, would you let 

him share your room with you?  

 

Labor: One day I was speaking with a worker at a labor market like this one. He told me about 

another [laborer/mason] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a labor market in 

Lucknow [blank/ where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE]. One day [NAME] asked my friend if he could share 

his room with him, and said they would share paying the rent. The two were not good friends but 

used to meet at the labor market everyday. 

 

Q2b. Imagine you are looking for someone to share a rented room in the city with. If you met a 

laborer/mason like [NAME] from [STATE] everyday at the labor market, would you let him 

share your room with you?  
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 2 

 

POLITICAL COOPERATION VIGNETTE 

Vendor: One day I was speaking to a vendor at a market like this one. He told me about another 

vendor who sold [same item/fried bread] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a market 

in Lucknow [blank/where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE].  He wanted to start an organization among street 

vendors at his market. This organization headed by [NAME] would then decide whether a 

vendor can set up in this market and where they can set up, and organize basic services like 

garbage removal. 

  

Q3a. Would you join an organization like this one if it were headed by a [same item/fried bread] 

seller like [NAME] from [STATE]?  

 

Labor: One day I was speaking with a worker at a labor market like this one. He told me about 

another [laborer/mason] whose name was [NAME]. [NAME] works at a labor market in 

Lucknow [blank/where the police had recently threatened him]. He is a member of the [Hindu 

caste/Muslim] community from [STATE]. He wanted to start an organization among laborers at 

his labor market. When a builder or contractor comes to the chowk to find workers, the 

organization headed by [NAME] would decide which laborer went for which job, and make sure 

no one went for less than the standard rate. 

 

Q3b. Would you join an organization like this one if it were headed by a [laborer/mason] like 

[NAME] from [STATE]?   
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TABLE A1: LIST OF MIGRANT NAMES TABLE  

 

 

 

 
Note on treatments:  

1. Manish Jatav was used for respondents from Uttar Pradesh and Manish Ram for 

respondents from Bihar, in order to present names that clearly connoted lower (SC) caste 

status to respondents from that region 

 

2. Note the experiment does manipulate jatis, but, the analysis does not use jati-based 

differences. Jatis are endogamous subcastes that denote traditional occupations, are often 

highly localized, and number in the hundreds. Jatis are often extremely important 

identities in structuring social life, especially in village communities. However, the 

narrow and localized nature of jati identities mean that migrant marketplaces- which 

attract migrants from multiple regions- are highly fragmented along jati lines. For 

example, my vendor sample had no less than 126 separate jatis, and a jati 

fractionalization index of .956. My laborer sample has 67 separate jatis, and a jati 

fractionalization index of .945. This high diversity severely constrained the number of 

respondents who were jati-coethnics with the four hypothetical migrants on my 

experiment. Consequently, I had limited empirical leverage for robustly identifying jati 

effects on cooperation. Substantively, high jati-diversity mean migrants often do not 

encounter jati-coethnics in their actual markets. This stands in contrast to village 

environments, which are typically composed of fewer jatis with more members in each 

jati. Quite simply, urban migrants are not afforded opportunities to use highly localized 

jati identities as a relevant dimension of ethnic evaluation at highly diverse, multi-

regional urban marketplaces.  

By contrast larger caste ‘varna’ categories were sizeable enough to ensure a 

supply of coethnics exist for migrants at their market. I therefore find varna the most 

suitable dimension for assessing how repression affects cooperation across ethnic lines in 

my study sites. The varna ELF across the dimensions I used is a modest .67 for vendor 

markets, and .69 for labor markets. 

 

3. Regional of identity differences are analyzed in a separate study.  

 

 
 

 

 

VERSION NAME  

 

REGION 

SUBCASTE 

(jati)  

CASTE 

(varna) 

 

RELIGION 

1 Harish Pande Uttar Pradesh/Bihar Brahmin Upper Caste Hindu 

2 Sanjay Yadav Uttar Pradesh/Bihar Yadav OBC Hindu 

3 Manish Jatav/Ram Uttar Pradesh/Bihar Jatav SC Hindu 

4 Asif Muhammad  Uttar Pradesh/Bihar N/A N/A Muslim 
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TABLE A2: SAMPLE SIZE BY TREATMENT STATUS 

 

MIGRANT LABORERS 

 

Police Repression 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Police Repression 605 615 624 

No Repression 595 585 576 

 

Economic Competition 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Economic Rival 599 614 600 

Not Rival 601 586 600 

 

Ethnicity 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Ethnic Match 287 306 301 

Ethnic Mismatch 913 894 899 

 

MIGRANT VENDORS 

 

Police Repression 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Police Repression 610 628 597 

No Repression 590 572 603 

 

Economic Competition 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Economic Rival 597 629 612 

Not Rival 603 571 588 

 

Ethnicity 

Treatment Status Economic 

Cooperation     

Social Cooperation Political 

Cooperation 

Ethnic Match 289 285 321 

Ethnic Mismatch 911 915 879 
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SUPPLEMENT B: BALANCE TESTS 

 

TABLE B1: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Laborers, Vignette: 

Economic Cooperation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the ECONOMIC COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means 

difference test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all 

baseline covariates. 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

(1) (2) (1-2) 

Age  31.28 31.55 -0.27 

Education (1-7) 4.15 4.29 -0.14 

Income (1-7) 3.36 3.27 0.09* 

Lower Caste (0-1) 0.27 0.27 -0.00 

Intermediate Caste (0-1) 0.43 0.44 -0.02 

Upper Caste (0-1) 0.18 0.17 0.01 

Muslim  0.12 0.12 0.00 

Years in the City 7.14 6.91 0.23* 

    

Orthogonality test  0.35  
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TABLE B2: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Laborers, Vignette: 

Social Cooperation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the SOCIAL COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means difference 

test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all baseline 

covariates. 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

(1) (2) (1-2) 

Age  31.81 31.04 0.77 

Education (1-7) 4.11 4.33 -0.23 

Income (1-7) 3.33 3.30 0.03 

Lower Caste (0-1) 0.29 0.26 0.04 

Intermediate Caste (0-1) 0.43 0.43 0.00 

Upper Caste (0-1) 0.16 0.19 -0.03 

Muslim (0-1) 0.12 0.13 -0.01 

Years in the City (0-1) 7.00 7.05 -0.05 

    

Orthogonality test  0.42  
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TABLE B3: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Laborers, Vignette: 

Political Cooperation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the POLITICAL COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means 

difference test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all 

baseline covariates. 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

(1) (2) (1-2) 

Age  31.83 31.03 0.79 

Education (1-7) 4.27 4.18 0.09 

Income (1-7) 3.32 3.31 0.01 

Lower Caste (0-1) .27 .27 0.00 

Intermediate Caste (0-1) 0.42 0.44 -0.02 

Upper Caste (0-1) 0.18 0.16 0.02 

Muslim  0.12 0.12 0.00 

Years in the City 6.99 7.06 -0.07 

    

Orthogonality test  0.73  
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TABLE B4: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Vendors, Vignette: 

Economic Cooperation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the ECONOMIC COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means 

difference test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all 

baseline covariates. 

 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

(1) (2) (1-2) 

Age  34.34 34.36 -0.02 

Education (1-7) 4.50 4.47 0.03 

Income (1-7) 2.20 2.11 0.09 

Lower Caste (0-1) 0.12 0.12 0.00 

Intermediate Caste (0-1) 0.46 0.46 0.00 

Upper Caste (0-1) 0.13 0.14 -0.01 

Muslim  0.28 0.29 -0.00 

Years in the City 14.37 14.47 -0.09 

    

Orthogonality test  0.99  
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TABLE B5: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Vendors, Vignette: 

Social Cooperation) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the SOCIAL COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means difference 

test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all baseline 

covariates. 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

 

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

 (1) (2) (1-2) 

Age   34.45 34.26 0.19 

Education (1-7)  4.52 4.45 0.07 

Income (1-7)  2.13 2.18 -0.05 

Lower Caste (0-1)  0.11 0.12 -0.01 

Intermediate Caste (0-1)  0.46 0.46 -0.00 

Upper Caste  0.15 0.13 0.01 

Muslim (0-1)  0.28 0.28 0.00 

Years in the City 14.40 14.45 -0.05 

    

Orthogonality test  0.99  
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TABLE B6: Summary Statistics and Orthogonality Tests (Sample: Vendors, Vignette: 

Political Cooperation) 

 
 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. This table reports baseline summary statistics collected from the author survey 

(N=1200). Each column presents the sample means of a particular characteristic for all respondents in the treatment 

and control groups in the POLITICAL COOPERATION vignette. Column 3 shows the p-values of a means 

difference test. The last row shows the p-values from an F-test from regressions of the treatment variable on all 

baseline covariates. 

  

Baseline Characteristic  

Control  

(no Repression) 

Treatment 

(Repression) 

Means 

Difference 

(1) (2) (1-2) 

Age  34.41 34.30 0.11 

Education (1-7) 4.50 4.47 0.03 

Income (1-7) 2.19 2.11 0.08 

Lower Caste (0-1) 0.11 0.12 -0.01 

Intermediate Caste (0-1) 0.49 0.43 0.05* 

Upper Caste 0.13 0.15 -0.02 

Muslim (0-1) 0.27 0.30 -0.03 

Years in the City (0-1) 14.68 14.17 0.52 

    

Orthogonality test  0.63  
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TABLE B7: Descriptive Statistics For Outcomes (DVs) and Controls Variables (CVs) 

  

Migrant 

Type 

Variable Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Observations Min. Max. 

Laborer Economic 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.512 0.499 1200 0 1 

Social 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.288 0.452 1200 0 1 

Political 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.786 0.410 1200 0 1 

Age (CV) 31.415 10.024 1200 15 72 

Education (CV) 4.223 4.079 1200 0 13 

Years in the City 

(CV) 

7.028 2.329 1200 0 11 

 Income (CV) 3.313 0.931 1200 1 7 

Migrant 

Type 

Variable Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Observations Min. Max. 

Vendor Economic 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.464 0.499 1200 0 1 

Social 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.236 0.424 1200 0 1 

Political 

Cooperation 

(DV) 

0.601 0.490 1200 0 1 

Age (CV) 34.352 11.536 1200 16 72 

Education (CV) 4.486 4.329 1200 0 13 

Years in the City 

(CV) 

14.436 9.754 1200 0 60 

Income (CV) 2.153 1.867 1200 1 7 
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SUPPLEMENT C: ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

TABLE C1: Main Models With Baseline Controls and Market Fixed Effects 

 

Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. Robust standard errors clustered by market. Baseline controls are for 

demographic variables: age, education, ethnic group, monthly income, and years in the city.  

 

 

 

 

 DV:  Cooperate with Another Migrant 

 

Economic  

Cooperation 

Social  

Cooperation 

Political  

Cooperation 

 Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Repression  0.060** 0.070** 0.034 0.003 0.086*** 0.068* 

 (0.020) (0.027) (0.026) (0.025) (0.027) (0.034) 

Competitor -0.042 -0.063** 0.025 0.001 0.010 -0.005 

 (0.044) (0.029) (0.034) (0.024) (0.023) (0.024) 

Non-Coethnic -0.011 0.013 -0.130*** -0.158*** -0.034 -0.104** 

 (0.029) (0.048) (0.032) (0.027) (0.039) (0.028) 

Years in City -0.009 0.003 -0.005 -0.001 0.013* -0.002 

 (0.005) (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.007) (0.002) 

Age 0.002 0.000 -0.003 -0.001 0.001 0.002 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Education  0.005 0.000 0.005 0.002 -0.001 0.000 

 (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) 

Middle Caste 0.040 0.020 0.017 0.055* -0.043 0.037 

 (0.035) (0.056) (0.034) (0.032) (0.030) (0.046) 

Lower Caste 0.005 0.090 0.069* 0.148** 0.000 0.144** 

 (0.044) (0.059) (0.040) (0.056) (0.031) (0.055) 

Muslim 0.029 -0.026 0.003 0.138*** -0.030 0.088* 

 (0.046) (0.066) (0.046) (0.037) (0.047) (0.046) 

Income -0.002 0.020** 0.016 -0.009 0.024* 0.002 

 (0.015) (0.008) (0.016) (0.006) (0.013) (0.006) 

 

Observations 1199 1200 1199 1200 1199 1200 

Market Fixed 

Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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TABLE C2: Cooperation With Rivals with Baseline Controls and Market Fixed Effects 

 
Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. Baseline controls are for demographic variables: age, education, ethnic group, monthly income, and years in the 

city. Robust standard errors clustered by market  

 DV: Cooperation with ethnic rival 

  

DV: Cooperation with economic rival 

 

         Economic  

        Cooperation 

     Social  

 Cooperation 

Political  

Cooperation 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social 

Cooperation 

Political 

Cooperation 

 Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor 

 

Laborer  Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor 

 

Laborer       Vendor 

Repression 0.061** 0.065** 0.011 0.017 0.075** 0.073* 0.016 0.042 0.045 0.008 0.087*** 0.068 

 (0.027) (0.031) (0.042) (0.029) (0.035) (0.037) (0.034) (0.036) (0.034) (0.043) (0.036) (0.041) 

 

Observations 912 911 893 915 898 879 598 597 614 629 599 612 

Baseline 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Market Fixed 

Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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TABLE C3: Police Repression and Migrant Cooperation (Labor Markets, LOGIT) 

 
Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. Robust standard errors clustered by market  
 

  

 DV: Cooperation with another migrant laborer 

 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social  

Cooperation 

Political  

Cooperation 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Police Repression 0.230 *** 0.251***  0.201 0.182 0.490*** 0.541** 

 (0.081) (0.082) (0.131) (0.134) (0.161) (0.166) 

Competitor -0.168 -0.175 0.159 0.131 0.007 0.063 

 (0.173) (0.182) (0.155) (0.173) (0.139) (0.142) 

Non-Coethnic -0.064 -0.046 -0.590*** -0.636*** 

 

    -0.227 

 

-0.219 

 (0.106) (.121) (0.136) (0.146) (0.246) (0.253) 

       

Observations 1200 1194 1200 1199 1200 1199 

Baseline Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Market Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes 
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TABLE C4: Police Repression and Migrant Cooperation (Vendor Markets, LOGIT) 

 
Notes: *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01. Robust standard errors clustered by market  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 DV: Cooperation with another migrant vendor 

 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social 

Cooperation 

Political  

Cooperation 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Police Repression 0.284** 0.298***  -0.015 0.018 0.323** 0.306** 

 (0.120) (0.115) (0.139) (0.143) (0.145) (0.149) 

Competitor -0.261** -0.272** 0.058 0.002 -0.039 -0.024 

 (0.109) (0.121) (0.123) (0.141) (0.109) (0.106) 

Non-Coethnic 0.048 0.052 -0.816*** -0.856*** 

 

-0.499*** 

 

-0.478*** 

 (0.198) (0.204) (0.120) (0.143) (0.128) (0.131) 

       

Observations 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 

Baseline Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes 

Market Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes 
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TABLE C5: Heterogeneous Treatment Effects by Time in the City 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by market.  *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.001. All models 

include baseline controls and market fixed effects. Sample Sizes: Recent Migrants: 544 Laborers, 

672 Vendors. Veteran Migrants: 655 Laborers, 528 Vendors.  

 

 

  

 DV:  Cooperate with Another Migrant 

 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Social  

Cooperation 

Political 

Cooperation 

 Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor Laborer Vendor 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Police Repression 

Treatment Effects for:       

       

Veteran Migrants .092*** .087** .059 -.011 .130*** .123* 

 (.026) (.036) (.037) (.041) (.026) (.064) 

Recent Migrants .031 .061 -.002 .004 .054 .034 

 (.033) (.041) (.043) (.034) (.040) (.039) 
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SUPPLEMENT D: SAMPLING DETAILS 

 

A. Sampling Markets within Cities  

I sampled migrants at worksites because doing so provided considerable benefits. First, 

worksite sampling provides efficiency gains for populations whose residences are spatially 

dispersed, but whose occupations are sectorally concentrated. Second worksite sampling can 

significantly decrease contact-based non-response rates among study populations who are often 

at work, but rarely at home. Third, migrants live in informal, unlisted residences, which make 

them exceptionally hard to sample using a residence-based approach. 

For the labor market survey, I partnered with a local NGO, Vigyaan Foundation, which 

had worked with the Department of Labour to map out informal labor marketplaces across 

Lucknow. I then used a large team of research assistants to verify and expand upon this list 

through a zone-wise enumeration process that took roughly one month. We began by visiting the 

chowks listed by Vigyaan. At each of these chowks, interviews with laborers and hardware store 

owners informed us about other chowks – big and small- in that specific geographical area. This 

list was supplemented by short interviews with contractors and builders across the city. Each of 

these actors has considerable information about the location of chowks in their zone of operation. 

The chowks they mentioned were then verified through personal visits.  

Using this listing as our starting point, we enumerated 40 chowks in Lucknow. Of course, 

it is difficult to claim this list is exhaustive, given the rapidity with which new markets arise and 

old ones disappear. Yet these efforts almost certainly included all major labor markets, and are 

the most comprehensive such efforts to date. During this listing process, we also collected 

information on the rough size of each market. Interviews were conducted at 25 chowks randomly 

selected from this list. 

For identifying street vendor markets, I worked with another organization, Nidaan, which 

had been working with the Lucknow municipality in listing major markets in the city. The 

Nidaan listing had roughly 70 major street vendor markets. Following a similar protocol as that 

used for the labor markets, each market was personally visited and verified. The survey was 

implemented in 36 markets, again randomly sampled from this list. 

 

B. Sampling Workers Within Markets: 

In order to interview a random sample from crowded labor markets at which no worker 

has a fixed spatial position, we selected respondents via a token-based public lottery. On the day 

before we would survey a chowk, two members of our team would visit the market at peak time 

(roughly 9 a.m.) and alert workers that a survey would be conducted the next day, as well as 

briefly outline the purpose and nature of survey. The survey was described as part of a research 

project for a university professor, working on the experiences of migrant laborers (pravasi 

mazdoors) in the Lucknow. Contact details for the PI were given to any laborer who had further 

questions about the survey. 

Depending on the size of the chowk, 2-4 people set up early in the morning on major 

entry points, and offered any approaching worker the chance to participate in the study. Potential 

participants were told the survey was being conducted by an Indian researcher working in an 

American university studying patterns of migration and the lives of migrant workers in the city.  

Workers who agreed to participate were given a colored paper token with a number on it, 

and told they would be part of a lottery to select who would be interviewed. From 8 a.m. 

onwards, we selected 1 participant per enumerator every half-hour (roughly the length of the 
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interview) to be interviewed by randomly drawing a number from the hat. There were five total 

drawings with the last drawing at roughly 10:45 (there was a 15 minute break for enumerators 

between the 3rd and 4th interview). Typically the last interview was completed by 11:00-11:30 

a.m., when chowk workers begin to drift home.   

The numbered tokens were handed out sequentially, meaning higher numbers indicated a 

laborer had arrived at the chowk later in the day. To ensure we sampled workers who came to the 

market at different times (as this may inform other differences in employability, work ethic, etc.), 

each drawing was for numbered tokens within a specified range (roughly 1/5th the total number 

of tokens handed out at the chowk). 

Thus for a team of 5 investigators and a chowk of 100 people [verified the previous day], 

the first random draw would be for 5 numbers between 1-20, the next for 5 between 21-40, and 

so on. This procedure also minimized the time between a participant being given a token, and 

being informed about whether they would be surveyed or not. Minimizing such waiting periods 

was imperative given that most workers do not stay at the chowk for prolonged periods. A total 

of 1200 laborers were interviewed. 

Random sampling at the vendor markets was somewhat easier, given the relatively fixed, 

separate spatial position each vendor enjoys at the market. Before the survey was administered at 

a sampled market, a team of RAs enumerated each vendor there, collecting information on the 

type of good they sold and their location within the market. We drew a random sample of 

vendors from this list, and survey enumerators followed up to interview the selected vendors 

within a few days of this listing process. Due to the short lag time between listing and surveying 

vendors, we were able to locate a fairly high proportion (69%) of respondents. In cases where 

respondents were not available or willing to participate, enumerators merely went to the next 

name on their lists. In order to keep the numbers in both samples comparable, I interviewed 1200 

vendors as well. Interviews were conducted between noon and 3:30 pm during June 2014, the lag 

time during hot summers, as these were the least busy time for vendors. While taxing, this 

strategy was devised in order to minimize disruptions or refusals from high numbers of 

customers.  

Overall these strategies succeeded in producing reasonable response rates, as calculated 

below.  

 

Response Rates: 

1. Number of Laborers approached to participate: 6042 

2. Number of Laborers from Step 1 who agreed to participate: 4608 

3. Number of Laborers from Step 2 selected (via lottery) to be interviewed: 1604 

4. Number of Laborers from Step 3 actually interviewed: 1199 

 Reasons for refusal from Laborers selected for interview:  

  1. Left for work prior to survey: 80 

  2. Left during survey for work: 278 

  3. Refused/Changed mind: 34 

  4. Other: 13 

Response Rate: Respondents Interviewed /Respondents Selected for Interview: 74.75% 

 

Response Rates: 

1. Number of Vendors Selected for Interview: 1696 

2. Number of Interviews: 1200 
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3. Number of Replacements: 496  

4. Reason for Replacement:  

1. Vendor not found: 362 

2. Too busy with customers: 105 

3. Refused/Changed mind: 22 

4. Other: 7 

Response Rate: Respondents Interviewed /Respondents Selected for Interview: 70.75%  

 

 

C. Quality Control: Maintaining adequate quality control measures is of course essential for any 

survey, but is especially so in India where survey teams are often not highly professionalized, 

and when conducting surveys in hot, crowded, and difficult field conditions. There were several 

major steps taken here.  

 

C1. Enumerator training: The first was especially rigorous enumerator training. The training for 

each survey lasted one week in April 2014 (Laborer survey) and one week in June 2014 (Vendor 

survey). I designed the training curriculum in conjunction with the heads of the survey team. 

This included informational sessions about the conditions at the each type of marketplace, 

demonstrations of typical respondents, and extensive role-play exercises centered on difficulties 

that were likely to manifest at the markets. Finally, those enumerators who were selected were 

taken to do trial surveys in actual markets, in order to acclimatize all members with the protocol 

in the actual environment in which the study would take place. 20% of team members failed to 

meet training standards and were dismissed at this stage. 

 

C2. External Monitoring: Considerable effort was made to ensure the survey protocol was 

followed. Each survey team included a monitor, who was given a detailed list of criteria with 

which to evaluate each enumerator (including interview speed, respondent comprehension of the 

experimental vignettes, and coding accuracy, etc.). I reviewed monitor evaluations daily. The 

feedback generated by the monitors was then used to provide individualized feedback to survey 

team members in post-survey daily meetings. Enumerators were only permitted to interview 5 

respondents a day, to minimize errors associated with boredom and fatigue.  

 

C3: PI Involvement: As the principal investigator, I placed a premium on direct involvement 

throughout the study: from initial ethnographic fieldwork to the final day of the survey. The 

survey instrument was entirely designed by me, and translated by me and the head of our survey 

project (Ved Prakash Sharma). I then had my translation, which took into account qualitative 

observations, cross-checked and back-translated by a professional Hindi-English translator to 

ensure accuracy. On the surveys, I accompanied one of the survey teams for roughly three-

quarters of the days of the surveys, rotating between the survey teams in a random and 

unannounced pattern to ensure the protocol was being implemented. All in all, I directly 

observed roughly 300 of the 2400 completed surveys (12.5%). 
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FIGURE D1: Sampled Informal Vendor Markets1 

 

 
 

 

1 All maps by XXXX Library. 
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FIGURE D2: Sampled Informal Labor Markets 
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SUPPLEMENT E: TREATMENT ON COMPLIERS TESTS 

 

One important concern with the experimental design is that participants may not perceive 

hypothetical migrants/candidates presented to them to belong to the same ethnic group as was 

intended by the treatment. For example, we may have some respondents perceive a hypothetical 

migrant on a vignette as a non-coethnic, even when the intention was for that hypothetical 

migrant to be perceived as from their own ethnic group. 

  In line with best practice, the results presented in the main analysis were intent to treat 

(ITT) estimates that did not account for such perceptual differences. However, my instrument for 

the laborer survey does allow me to recover the effect of treatment on compliers (those who 

‘correctly’ perceive the treatment intended). In posttreatment questions asked directly after the 

third and final vignette and associated questions, participants were asked to classify the 

hypothetical migrant/candidate as either coethnics or non-coethnics.2 Using these responses, and 

the self-identified ethnicity of participants, I then coded whether participants correctly perceived 

the treatment intended. Results for this analysis are below. Note that since this debriefing 

question was only asked after the final vignette (to ensure no priming effects on the experiment), 

I am able to do this analysis for 1/3 of responses for each vignette (N=400). 

 As Table S.10 shows, most participants perceived the intended treatment correctly 

(86.8%). To the degree that they erred, they were most likely to incorrectly perceive a coethnic 

as a non-coethnic. However, even here, respondents correctly perceived their treatment more 

than three-quarters of the time.  

These high rate of compliance is not surprising. First, we provided explicit information 

on a respondent’s ethnic identities within the prompt, in the form of their name, and in explicit 

reference to their broader ethnic status. This decision was made to ensure high rates of 

compliance, but also because including this information in a description of a person was not seen 

as unnatural within the social context of migrant markets, where a person’s ethnic status across 

these dimensions is commonly known by other workers, and is a matter of open discussion and 

even cultures of joking. 

 

TABLE E1. AGGREGATE TREATMENT ASSIGNMENT AND RECEIPT  

 

E1.1: ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

Actual Ethnic 

Category 

Perceived Ethnic Category % Treatment 

Correctly Perceived Same Ethnicity Different Ethnicity 

Same Ethnicity 73 22 76.8 (73/95) 

Different Ethnicity 37 267 87.8 (267/304) 

 

E1.2: SOCIAL COOPERATION 

Actual Ethnic 

Category 

Perceived Ethnic Category % Treatment 

Correctly Perceived Same Ethnicity Different Ethnicity 

Same Ethnicity 78 24 76.5% (78/102) 

Different Ethnicity 27 271 90.9%(271/298) 

 
2 I could not include these questions on my vendor survey, which was designed to be 

administered in narrow windows of time given the constraints of busy vendors being surveyed at 

markets.  
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E1.3: POLITICAL COOPERATION 

Actual Ethnic 

Category 

Perceived Ethnic Category % Treatment 

Correctly Perceived Same Ethnicity Different Ethnicity 

Same Ethnicity 76 25 75.2% (76/101) 

Different Ethnicity 21 281 93.0% (281/302) 

 

Having disaggregated the treatment perception, we can now adjust the ITT estimates by 

dividing them by the proportion correctly treated. This adjustment is the proportion of 

respondents correctly perceiving co-ethnics as co-ethnics, minus the proportion of respondents 

incorrectly perceiving ethnic others as coethnics. Thus, for the economic cooperation vignette 

this quantity would be .768-.122 =.646. This is numerically identical to an adjustment of the 

proportion of respondents correctly perceiving ethnic others as ethnic others (.878) minus the 

proportion incorrectly perceiving co-ethnics as ethnic others (.232). Table S.11 shows the 

calculations for such adjustments on the ITT estimates for the entire sample, and for those 

respondents for whom these posttreatment questions were directly asked for a given question. 

We see the adjustments actually suggest the ITT estimates are conservative, and that treatment 

effects increase by 40-50%.  

 

TABLE E2. Calculating Treatment on Compliers Estimates 

Vignette Full Sample ITT Estimate Compliance 

Adjustment 

Treatment on 

Compliers 

Estimate 

Economic 

Cooperation 

Full Sample .051  

.646 (.768-.122) 

.079 

 Compliance 

Directly 

Observed 

 

.044 

 

.068 

Social 

Cooperation 

Full Sample .034  

.674 (.765-.091) 

.050 

 Compliance 

Directly 

Observed 

 

.021 

 

.031 

Political 

Cooperation 

Full Sample .081  

.682 (.752-.070) 

.119 

 Compliance 

Directly 

Observed 

 

.092 

 

.135 
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Supplement F: Triggers of Police Action (Interview Evidence) 

 

Interviewees provided a range of triggers for repressive actions in their marketplaces. A few 

illustrative examples cited in the main text are reproduced below:  

 

1. Contravening an informal arrangement with the police (setting up beyond where 

encroachment is tolerated):   
The labor market can go up to that yellow line. But sometimes we go past it, because if an 

employer comes from that side, you want to be the first person he sees. But if we go past the 

yellow line, the constables will suddenly come up and beat and kick you. Sometimes they will 

even pick you up and throw you over to the other side of the line.  (Vendor 7, Market B, 

3/1/2014). 
 

2. Repression to extract payment: 
Police constantly bother us in this market- they will take some goods from time to time, or take 

my cart away, or even hit me so that we give them money. When they did that 2 months ago I had 

to pay Rs. 3000. It is all a money-making scheme.  Vendor 4, Market D, 4/17/2014. 

 
3. At the behest of urban employers:  

The real goondas (thugs) are the police. They beat and beat us. And let us say a malik (employer) 

has not paid us. If we go to the police, we know he will talk to the malik, get Rs. 1000 ($15) or 

2000 ($30) from them, and then turn around and beat us. And sometimes the malik would have 

been better off just paying us our daily wage of Rs. 300 ($4), but they prefer to pay the police to 

have us beaten- just to remind us that the city is theirs. (Laborer 3, Market X, 4/19/2014). 

 

4. Complaints from urban elite residents:  
For example, just last month, the colony people one kilometer over- they paid the police, and the 

police came and cleared a chowk with their lathis, because the rich ‘colony’ people didn’t want 

laborers in their colony. And even here now we are told after 10 am to get out of here. We are 

told where we can and cannot stand all the time in the city, otherwise we are beaten. (Laborer 2, 

Market W, 4/15/2014). 
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